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 The Long Ride of OK, a picture book in stories  














                     Berke BA           : .......................................... 
                     Ekmel ERTAN     : .......................................... 
                     Bülent SOMAY    : .......................................... 
 
 
Tezin Onaylandıı Tarih     : ......................................... 
 
 
Toplam Sayfa Sayısı:  
 
Anahtar Kelimeler (Türkçe)   Anahtar Kelimeler (ngilizce)       
1) Türk            1) Turkishness 
2) Anlatım ve kimlik                         2) Narration and identity 
3) Öyküsellik     3) Narrativity 
4) Sinemasal görüntü  & beden                4) Cinematic Imagery & the Human Body 
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